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Is Your “Good Enough” Internet Really Good Enough?
Many businesses rely on a cable or DSL connection simply because it’s what they’ve always used.
These methods of internet connectivity are outdated and come with a slew of issues – such as slow
speeds and high latency – that create major problems for the businesses that use them.

Is your connectivity truly meeting your needs, or is it time to move
on to fiber? Use this checklist to find out:
My internet has asymmetrical upload and download speeds.
My download speeds are fine, but my upload speed is sluggish.

We waste time every day waiting for applications and even web pages to load.
Our slow connection reduces productivity and creates frustration.

Cloud applications don’t perform properly.
SaaS, cloud voice, and other apps don’t work the way they should on my slow connection.

My employees can’t participate effectively in videoconferencing.
Latency causes their streams to pause and audio to come in choppy.
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It’s seemingly impossible to upload large files to the cloud.
I delay uploading important files because of how long it takes to get them into cloud storage.

Lags in my CRM program frustrate my customers.
My clients have expressed concerns about inefficiency and service.

My data backups are extremely slow or delayed during regular working hours.
Off-site data backup doesn’t happen efficiently and is difficult to access as needed.

I lose connectivity during severe storms.
Downtime causes problems for both my employees and my customers.

There’s no visibility into whether I’m getting the speed I pay for.
I’m paying a premium for frustratingly slow connectivity.

I’m supposed to have dedicated internet access, but my connection speed says otherwise.
My provider isn’t transparent about whether my connection is actually being shared.

If you were able to check off any of these boxes, you need faster, more
reliable internet to stay profitable and productive. LS Networks delivers
symmetrical, ultra fast fiber that will ensure you can access the cloud
applications you need to navigate today’s business climate.

Get in touch with us today for connectivity that
lets you uncheck those boxes.
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